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THAT’S

AT lAST, 

A STATeroom

deSigned And

priced

for THe

Solo TrAveler.

Do you see your vacation as a chance to try new things and 

explore new destinations? Have you always wanted to take 

a cruise, but didn’t because of the extra cost for traveling 

solo? Well, Norwegian Cruise Line is breaking the mold of 

traditional cruising once again with the innovative Studios 

aboard Norwegian Epic. These contemporary staterooms are 

specifically designed to give you all the comforts and amenities 

you expect, and they are priced for single occupancy. 

So, pack your bags. Thanks to norwegian epic, solo travelers 

can finally get the cruise experience they truly deserve. 

norwegian epic sails from miami starting summer 2010. 
visit epic.ncl.com, call 1.866.234.0292 or your travel agent.



Studio lounge 
Exclusive to Studio guests.

STUDIOS:

• Staterooms designed specifically for solo travelers

• Priced for single occupancy

• Private key card give exclusive access to the  

 Studios complex and the Studio Lounge

• 128 Studios on board, each at 100 square feet

• Many connecting Studios

A compleTelY neW concepT for Solo TrAvelerS

The Studios aboard Norwegian Epic make solo travel both comfortable and affordable, and 

include all the amenities you’d find in a traditional stateroom. A full-size bed, clean lines and 

a contemporary décor help create a relaxing atmosphere. And, by separating the sink and 

shower, the unique bathroom layout provides more personal space. It’s thoughtfully designed 

living space, all in just 100 square feet. Plus, you’ll also have private access to the exclusive 

Studio Lounge. It’s the perfect spot to grab a cup of coffee and plan your day, get together 

with new friends for a cocktail, or enjoy a nightcap before heading to bed. 

And, there’s also plenty to see and do when you’re ready to explore the ship. Enjoy 20 unique 

dining options. Live it up with 20 bars and lounges, including the only true Ice Bar at sea. 

Or hit the spa, the casino, or one of the two three-lane bowling alleys. Take in world-class 

entertainment from Cirque Dreams™ 

and Dinner, The Second City®, Howl at 

the Moon and Legends in Concert. And 

for the first time at sea, Blue Man Group 

perform their exhilarating fusion of 

comedy, theatrics, percussion and paint, 

exclusively on Norwegian Epic. 
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for our innovative bathroom design, 
we separated the full-size shower and 
vanity sink to give you more room

The unique storage areas are perfect 
for your personal items

Your full-size bed has a padded 
headboard with a built-in, lit storage 
compartment 

See what’s happening around the 
ship on your flat screen Tv or write a 
postcard to your friends at the desk 

Your window to the corridor has one-
way glass (so you can see out but they 
can’t see in) and a retractable shade to 
keep light out
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